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10.22.16 continued for The Witch Goura 3: it’s missing  

for The Fictional VolunTier Project 

by Goura Fotadar 

date typed up: 41018 

 

theme: what’s left over 

tag[s]: art furthered 

     With my lap top gone; and most of work materials additionally gone; I’m working on this 

source, cited: October 2016 WSJ The Wall Street Journal Magazine. 

A gender fashion-review:     theme: of each page                     Page-ick 

                                            The front cover : Should I stand like that; 

and those clothes look comfortable  

                                                       Inside: a pear’s font to wear to church;  

                                                      cited:  “… chrysoprase …” 

what’s that {insert word diagram} 

                            chry so prase    theme: adornments at church  

the obvious: christ in crytransition so(w) p.r. sae Christ committing it’s own effective p.r. what is it?  

outside: it’s a willow, just not a weeping willow  

                                    A neck that’s not jewelry 

                                        Lace 

Making the point; much like the cake: the lady and her 

                                                           (baby) lamb look 

                                                             very tire, d; citing: the “Love Piana” pages 

                                           that cited: B.A.R.T. station is just so cold;  

especially when you haven’t slept hanging Vietnam red frolics outside  

to replace the weeping; and so they’re not quite whit: missing night 
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but cream where cream has almost come to mean ; mean, white 

the crumple catching the miss of rest but not necessarily the attempt to … it. 

cited: page (celine) from main source recently started.  

 

An eating break a spirit l’arte: to see; on candy that’s appropriate and perfect for lunch the cited: 

Charleston chew 

That I chose choco – of opens up like a cross; what a sentiment  

cited: the sloped benches in front of cited: keen prevent all discomfort and all you have to do is sit; 

harder a try harder; they’ve captured the sentiment of cited: yoga chairs out side site of work or not.  

Fiction with medicine: two over-the-counter painkillers with coke citing  

Coca-cola - and of course the curbed plants and christmas/year tree lite’s are getting a thorough to 

back oh’s smoke.  

theme: I tried to be understanding that they had a bad fashion sense; at the end os several years I just 

couldn’t do it anymore 

theme: {a sketch} apples 

                             for WISE 
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Part Two.  

10.22.16 Reading notes for The FVP 

cited: community source: Palo Alto Public Library 

cited source text: USA noir edited by Johnny Temple 

cited: soul pieces; theme: there’s an orange reflected  

 

p.356 “I guess it was a good thing Phoenix was too friggin’ hot for black trenchcoats.”  

It’s a pun; where Phoenix almost sounds like a person cited: River Phoenix; and given the back drop 

imagine cited: jujubu lights 

cited: jojoba oil 

cited: Uh.  

 


